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ALM                                             For any questions or syllabus typos please contact Alta Lewis Millard,                                                          pg. 1      
                                                                                           SM at stagealta555@gmail.com 

DATE: Wednesday, September 7th, 2016  LOCATION: The Greene Theater    REPORT #: 9 
   

REHEARSAL DESCRIPTION: 
7:00pm Run Scenes 1-3 
9:00pm Work with Ted 
11:00pm End of Night 
 

 
GENERAL NOTES: 
• We had a very productive rehearsal today! Thanks to all who joined us for our run of Act I! 
• Act I had a run time of 1:31:26. 

 

DEPARTMENT NOTES: 
SCENIC 

1. Thank you for your clarification on the underneath of the platforms! 
2. The pile of stuff in the front of the “house” audience will need something at armrest height (rehearsal cube, box, 

etc.) that will hold Ben Bailey’s weight.  
 

PROPS  
1. Can we have someone come in and look at the mattress cot? We currently have Ben Bailey walking across it long 

ways and we just want to make sure that is safe. We do have people stabilizing it while he is on it. 
2. Courtney said she would be happy to take a look at the other life vest options. 
3. Maddie will be sending the updated list, which was discussed today! 

 

COSTUMES 
1. Can we get a few pairs of kneepads? We have multiple actors on their knees for a bit and we may want to hide some 

around the set. 
2. Look for Reagan’s email about fitting confirmations! 

 

LIGHTING 
1. We missed you for this run of Act I, hopefully someone from your team can come watch our run on Sunday.  

 

SOUND 
1. Jonah and Courtney are meeting before rehearsal tomorrow to discuss places of underscoring. 

 

VOCAL COACHING 
1. Thank you for joining us today! 

 

FIGHT CHOREOGRAPHY 
1. We have decided Mitchell is the fight captain. 

 

DRAMATURGY  
1. Thank you for joining us today! 

 

PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT 
1. Thank you Jess for your continued support! 

 

COMPANY/GENERAL MANAGEMENT  
1.  We have some questions about the photographer, due to our unusual seating arrangement. We’re open to having 

them in twice or having two possibly!  
 

OFFICE OF THE ARTS  
1. No notes today, thank you! 

NEXT PRODUCTION MEETING: 
Friday September 9th  
10am-11am 
The Greene Theater 

NEXT REHEARSAL: 
Thursday September 8th  
7pm-11pm 
The Greene Theater 


